CCES Boys Varsity Golf Records

TEAM RECORDS

Lowest 9-hole Team Score- (141) 2013
Lowest 18-hole Team Score- (284) 2014, 2015
Lowest 36-hole Team Score- (574) 2015

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Individual State Champion- Bill DeLoach '77, Barrett Wood '96, Jackson Hughes '97, Andrew Crane '98, Frank Wrenn 2001, '03, '04, (State Record) Todd Rishell '07, Jackson Weede '13, Stephen Reynolds '14, Pierce Fox '15, Rafe Reynolds '18


Lowest 9-Hole Individual Score- (31) Harry Reynolds 2017
Lowest 18-Hole Individual Score- (65) Stephen Reynolds 2014
Lowest 36-Hole Individual Score- (139) Alex Mahaffey '15, Pierce Fox '15